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When you can't get to sleep and

think you've tried everything it

can feel frustrating. 

As you lie awake, watching the

clock, time ticking by you might

decide to give up, get up open the

fridge fix yourself a

snack (your choice!) 
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When you want to get yourself

really set up for good sleep try

using these ideas to hurdle

yourself past one of the biggest

sticking points when it comes to

getting good sleep. 
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What to do? 

Use these ideas to do what great

sleepers do! 

You don't have to do it all alone

after all. 

You see really good sleepers have

lots and tips and tricks they use.

 A kind of toolkit they use

unconsciously and that includes

things they do in the day … and so

you don’t need to struggle with

wide awake syndrome every night
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

BEAT WIDE AWAKE SYNDROME

01 Plan ahead, make sleep a number

one priority in your day and watch

out to avoid late evening sleep

grabbing activities that can arise

last minute and gobble up precious

minutes of sleep.

02 Put yourself first, love yourself and

keep your mind settled. When you

have the chance in the day, instead

of sorting emails while fitting in a

coffee and sugary treat, load up on

water and a healthy nutritious

snack & eat chilling in nature.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

03 Make a chart and work out what

time you need to be asleep

each night to fit in 8 or 9 hours of

sleep, you need. Fill it in daily and

look back every few days to check

whether you got your sleep if you’re

missing out get to bed earlier for a

couple of days 

 

04 Take a few hours to thoroughly

review your bedroom space

and make it as calm and enticing as

possible. Remove all unnecessary

clutter, distractions, phone, TV &

monitor screens. Remember, bedrooms

are just for sex and sleeping in.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

05 Start a sleep journal where you

make a note of all things that

trigger you to stay awake. Some of

your sleep troubles may be related to

bad habits and writing things down

will make you aware of things you

need to change.

06 After accidents, trauma, and

injuries it’s a commonplace

event for sleep to be affected, you

may have bad dreams or night

terrors. Talk to your physician if you

do and ask to be referred for some

specialist trauma therapy and

counselling
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

07 Does your partner accuse you of

snoring? Are you sleepy in the day?

Then, book in with your physician

and ask to be referred to check

if you have sleep apnoea or another

sleep condition.

08 Take up mindfulness and start to

practice every day for at least 30

minutes. It’s well accepted that

people with insomnia often lie

awake worrying due to stress,

depression and other mental health

problems
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09 Avoid watching TV, doing

household chores, having

arguments, essential conversations,

answering emails, or using screens in

the hour before you go to bed. This

will allow your brain to start to settle

for sleep

10 Get the family or community you

live with, onboard with

improving sleep. Make it a fun

challenge to review what time

everyone gets off to sleep & wakes.

You might discover that others in the

house are sleep deprived and setting

a better group routine for everyone

makes them all happier.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

11 Establish a set routine every day

and ensure that the

hour before bed signals your system

to switch to sleeping mode. Eat early

enough that your gut has finished

digesting food an hour before sleep

time. No stimulating exercise within

an hour of sleep time, no late at

aerobic work-out, instead of going

out for a run practice some gentle

mindful movement moves &

relaxation techniques.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

12 Cut out light at the windows with

good blackout curtains

and cut out noise with earplugs if

necessary. Set the alarm for the

morning,and make sure the clock

face is not digital and lit, so you don’t

get triggered to stay awake by the

light.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

13 Close to bedtime, read

calming poetry, funny stories, not

work-books, or academic study.

Watch comedy shows or relaxing

drama, leave the action, sci-fi,

dark detective thrillers for

afternoon viewing at the

weekend.

That way, your brain isn’t fired up

filled with high energy action to

process just when you want to

switch your mind off and sleep.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

14 Have a warm bath about 30

minutes before sleep time and

get changed into natural fabrics

like cotton, ready for bed. Turn

down the lights, make sure the

temperature is between 15 and 19

degrees. Too low and you’ll get

cold and find it hard to sleep, too

high, and your system won’t

switch off easily.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

15 When you complete your

journal before bed, write in

detail about your day, all the

small notable achievements, no

matter how small. Make it a

small wins opportunity, not an

evil thoughts memory imprint. 

Plan the next day by paving in all

the fantastic things you need to

do. In the faster sleep program,

we do this through a process

called powershift meditations

which

program your system.
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16 Stop telling yourself and

others that you won’t sleep,

instead start to think about

making a change to get a good

routine started. It’s much easier

to ensure you have an excellent

sleep routine every night

before bed. Begin to think about

how you can get better sleep

rather than how

you can’t or won’t change..
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

17 Practice relaxation techniques

and mind-calming processes

when you go to bed. The subtle

moves we train in faster sleep

mimic the body’s own calming

settling tension unwinding. A

simple focus on allowing

relaxation to increase as your

body feels heavier on each out-

breath can take your mind

off overthinking
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

18 Allow your eyelids to close and

feel heavy while you

relax in bed, make sure that if

you start to feel sleepy when

watching TV, you go to bed.

 Avoid falling asleep on the

settee or armchair, if you notice

you feel tired, have a warm bath,

and start your settling routine.
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

19 Keep a notebook by the bed,

like the night-time answers

journal, if you wake in the night

with thoughts racing then write

them down and keep writing

until there is nothing more to

come. Sleep is a time when your

brain tidies up your memories, so

if your system notices something

interesting, it might wake you up

to remember. Write it in your

journal so you can thank

yourself and roll back down into

sleep to have a look in the

morning
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

20 If your sleep is disturbed

because you can’t get

comfortable due to pain or other

medical condition, talk to your

physician and

have a check-up. If you can’t

sleep because your bed and

bedding are unsuitable, then

make some plans to make the

changes. You should spend as

much as you can afford on a bed

with a perfect mattress. It is one

piece of furniture you spend a lot

of time using!
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Never Fall Asleep What to Do?

21 Cut out all alcohol, stimulating

drinks and snacks for at least an

hour before sleep time.

 If necessary, change your eating

routine to have a bigger meal in the

middle of the day rather than late

at night.

I LOVE YOU SO MUCH BEAUTIFUL

THAT I'M GIVING YOU A BONUS TIP !!

CANT. FALL, ASLEEP
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BONUS TIP

Now here's the Secret Sauce!

Bad sleep is always a big sign of

inability to make really a deep

connection to what's causing

unhappiness anxiety & worry. 

That's a skill you can learn, 

Through an amazing, loving,

whole making,  communication

and relationship building process

that helps avoid burnout resolve

dilemmas & sustains personal

fulfillment & wellness & you can

learn how to do it.
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LET'S CONNECT IN MORE WAYS!

Hope you loved this free guide as

much as I love dark

chocolate with hazelnuts! If you

found the ideas motivating,

please write me a

review on LinkedIn.
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LET'S CONNECT IN MORE WAYS!

HOLD SPACE HEALTH MEMBERSHIP

A membership group supporting you

to make deeper connections in a heart

centered way that aligns with your

unique purpose, personality & vision 

 

1: 1 WELLBEING FACILITATION

1-1 coach training to improve your 

wellbeing, relationships

personal & professional fullfillment.

 

Get your sleep recovery & wellbeing

plan set up for the next 30-60 days in a

one-hour clarity session. £97 

Contact me: jill@wigmore-welsh.com

(44)7885467466
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LET'S CONNECT IN MORE WAYS!










